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Raw data pertaining to thesis topics in the fields
of Chemical end Petroleum Engineering, submitted to 144
universities and other institutions of higher learning,
are indexed by keywords-in-context and displayed per-
mutedly. The printed output reference listing is entered
by keyword. Serial references to author, school, and
hardcopy may be read directly.
Reference listings were prepared using an IBM 7040
Fixed-word-length Computer. The computer programs ere
written in Fortran (IV) computer language.
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Purr»ope of Investigation Information accumulation, once
the very object of man's formal education, is rapidly be-
coming a giant boulder to be thrown in the path of man's
search for meaningful data. The volume of printed matter
on virtually any subject grows hourly at a. swift pace and
man has been slow to grasp this reality.
This thesis deals with one asnect of information hand-
ling wherein computer processing techniques are utilized
to perform cataloging, alphabetizing, indexing, and print-
ing of a large volume of historical data pertaining to writ-
ings in a specialized field of endeavor (ie: Chemical and
Petroleum Engineering). It is the author's aim to determine
whether it is feasible to create a permuted title index with
an engineering oriented, fixed-word-length digital computer.
If so, such a program will bo written.
Description of Terms Used "Permuted Title Indexing" and
"Keyword-in-Context Indexing" (K'v'IC.) are synonomous and
refer to the procedure of shifting sequences of words.
The important word is nrinted in a. designated keyword
column while retaining its contextual significance
through reproduction of surrounding words. "Discard words"
are the obverse of important words or "keywords. 11 "Discard
words" simoly are passed-by in the indexing procedures.
Notation used herein for computer programs snd construction

of computer programs is done in the Fortran (IV) computer
language. One exception is the PACK subroutine which is
2
written in the MAP computer language.
Permuted Indexing as a Port of the Information Handling,






The above equality represents the information handling
spectrum. Permuted title indexing is but a small portion
of information retrieval, and while the ultimate, futur-
istic information handling systems may well be capable
of completely automating data-indexing, the current prac-
ticalities (machine capabilities and economics) point
toward hard copy index listings rather than machine-stored
data which may be indexed each time an inquiry is presented
on the subject matter which is in machine memory. Carried
one step further, the futuristic system should easily be
able to produce not only indexes, but also abstracts and
full text reproductions. While scientists and humanists
alike should await with great anticipation the coming of
the automated research era, there remains today volume
after volume of literature lists which may be indexed
with the machines of today for the benefit of today's
researcher. This is the problem to which the author
addresses himself.
Permuted title indexing has the great advantage of

being relatively Inexpensive when compared to stored indexing
procedures. However, the ease of creating permuted title
indexes is counter-balanced by the lack of nny qualitative
Judgements as to the value of the word being indexed in
relation to its possible importance to the user or re-
searcher. The only determination made is whether the word
is to be kept ( a keyword ) or to be discarded. This de-
termination, while discretionary on the part of the pro-
grammer, is nonetheless completely quantitative in nature.
Origin of Permuted Title Indexes One of the earliest
ventures in machine-generated-indexes was described to
a meeting of The American Chemical Society in Atlantic
City, New Jersey, on September 14, 1959, by Mr. Kans
Peter Luhn of the International Business Machine
4
Corporation. It was on this occasion that the word KWIC
was added to the computer field's dictionary of buzz words.
(While often associated with IBM, KWIC is not a trademark
of that company.) In the six years following the intro-
duction of KWIC by Mr. luhn, similarly constructed indexes
have been generated in many segments of industry end ed-
ucation. Three examples of such applications are:
Chevron KWIC Index
*
Journal of Association for Comput-
ing Machines "
Kansas Slavic Index *
The first is an index of articles published in The Journal
of Petroleum Technology and The Society of Petroleum Engl-

neers Magazine of Interest to the Chevron Oil Company.
The second example is an annual recapitulation of all
articles in a. trade publication. The third is in the
Kansas State University and University of Kansas libraries
as an ancillary aid to researchers in the field of Slavic
writings
.
These three examples serve to point up the wide range
of subjects which may be served by permuted title indexes.
While each example is somewhat different in format and
construction, the techniques .employed do not vary widely.

Chapter II
CONSIDERATIONS IN ESTABLISHING AN INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM
General Requirements Any system to retrieve information
must be designed to fit the problem at hand. This can '
be accomplished in one of two ways . First, the system
may be designed from the beginning or secondly, a more
general application may be modified to fit the problem.
To attempt to design an information retrieval system which
will apply to all categories (medicine, business, refining,
engineering, etc.) is to presume that the end-user will have
the requirement to know all things about all categories.
This presumption is falacious with possibly the exception of
one or two huge libraries which might serve as repositories
for all the world's written works.
In view of this, the parameters of any problem in in-
formation retrieval may be reduced to three: 1) the data
which is available 2) the processing system or systems
which may be available to accomplish the task 3) the time
dimension or urgency of the matter. The data parameter
encompasses determination of file size (how much data
should be indexed), conversion to a format which is compat-
ible witjh the processing system to be used, assignment of
weighting factors to distinguish the importance of one piece
of data in relation to others being indexed (where appro-
priate), and constraints which are to apply to exception
data (what field of endeavor is free of exceptions!).

The processing parameter is usually dictated by the
available machine capability. Of course, a large Index-
ing operation could require purchase or rental of equip-
ment to perform the specific task at hand. In this case,
computer hardware configurations having variable-word-
length features, storage capacity to fit data collection,
and high-access-speed to storage would play a large part
in the selection of a computer to perform the task. The
parameter of time is simply a pressure on the decision-
makers responsible for the information handling project.
Ample time allows for optimum data collection, machine
selection, and output preparation. Stringent time re-
quirements may adversely affect each element.
Additional Considerations Future expansion of data files
imposes the requirement for elasticity in the construction
of the initial indexing procedure. This is often called
"open-file" construction. When the possibility exists
that a particular data collection will grow over an ex-
tended period and that repeated indexing will be required
(i.e. monthly, bi-monthly, etc.), system design must pro-
vide for the merging of new records with old. While much
of the merging and sorting may be accomplished by machine,
there remains the problem of how new data is to be merged-
whether the criterion will be man-assigned codes or wheth-
er the computer is to be programmed to perform recognition
chores. The latter is certainly desirable when the data
may be recognized and stored without inclusion of a value

descriptor. However, when relative-Judgements are re-
quired, man is still required to assign the "opinion"
code.
The permuted-title-index method of expediting infor-
mation retrieval is one step toward the day when it will
be the function of the library to retrieve information,
thereby freeing the researcher to spend his time digest-
ing and evaluating the Information in the field under
study. "Research workers today, in danger of suffocation
under the weight of published material, should not have to
do the extra work of discovering what documents are actu-
ally relevant - searching the literature - unless they
have some particular reason for wanting to do so."
"
i
• As the trend continues toward automated library ser-
vice, information retrieval will be greatly facilitated,
but new problems will arise. Specifically, the economics
of running a large computer-oriented library solely for
research are of a magnitude to provoke extensive debate,
as the concept is not yet universally accepted. Coupled
with the economic questions are the very real questions
of who will operate this advanced system of high speed
data retrieval. The thought of having the average user
push buttons to operate a system with which the user is
not totally familiar appears impractical and leads to the
conclusion that trained information retrieval personnel
will be required to render such an advanced system pro-
per handling and efficiency of operation. ^

8Implications of Information Retrieval to Military Situ-
ations "The real expense of information comes In riot hav-
ing it." This quote actually comes from a trade pub-
lication describing efforts by the Goodyear Rubber Company
to keep pace with the exploding volume of technical infor-
mation pertinent to the rubber industry. However, the
quote states a truism of military doctrine which over the
years has been expressed in a variety of patriotic and
political slogans -
"To be forewarned is to be forearmed"
"Know your adversary"
"in war, the winner spends too much,
the vanquished spends too little"
Each of these expressions (and many more of similar intent)
deals with knowledge of the opponent and presupposes a
complete knowledge of the speaker's own internal opera-
tions.
Today the "expense" of missing information no longer
can be calculated in terms of missing intelligence or
poor scouting reports. The electronic, atomic, comput-
erized defense establishment which this country has ac-
quired for itself also demands a high degree of information
I-
gathering in terms of what inventories are available, where
they are located, whether parts are Interchangeable, what
is the best delivery path, etc. Thus, the techniques for
collecting data, indexing, publishing, and distributing
large numbers of cross-reference manuals to end-users

around the world find increasing application in the mil-
itary as well as civilian industry.

Chapter III
A PROBLEM IN PERMUTED TITLE INDEXING
Dp t? A collection of Chemical Engineering M.S. and Ph.D.
thesis titles with author names, school, and year of pub-
lication exists in the Department of Chemical and Petro-
leum Engineering-. This collection, comprised of 3000
titles, has been assimilated from 144 universities in the
United States and Canada and has been stored on punched
cards. Each record consists of at least three punched
cards and ranges to a maximum of six cards. The for-
mat of the input data is listed below.
1st card Serial code (Columns 1-4)
Author name (Columns 6-38)
Year of publication (Columns 40-43)
2nd card Title (Columns 7-55)
3rd card Title continued (Columns 8-55) optional
4th card Title continued (Columns 8-55) optional
5th card Title continued (Columns 8-55) optional
Last card School name (Columns 9-48)
Appendix B on page 61 shows a print-out of sample input
data. The University of Kansas computer (IBM 7040- 16K)
was utilized to convert the data to printed format and
to construct a permuted title index.
Method of Solution The problem is subdivided into six









A general flow chart is shown on page 19 as Figure 2.
Record Processing. A set of cards comprising a single
record is read into the computer. Based on the pre-
assigned format for each card in a set, the computer stores
the information from each card, formulates the code (serial
number of title, year of publication, school code number)
I-
which will be carried forward in each step of the program,
searches for words, tests the words found against a diction-
ary of discard words, and records the information on three
tapes: a master record tape, a keyword tape, and an author
tape.
This procedure is repeated until the last card, which
is coded "last card," is read. The main-line computer pro-
gram is listed in Appendix A, pages 33 through 44.
Error Detection As each card is read, its format is com-
pared with the pre-assigned formats for each card in the set,
and, if an exception exists, the exception card is printed
out with a message indicating whether the error exists in
author, title, or school card. Corrective action is. then
taken manually by repunching the data card which has been
found to be incompatible with the specified format.
Spelling errors are not detected by this procedure
and, in fact, are ignored in the preparation of the per-
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muted index. One exception to the spelling error rule
exists when formulating the school code number. A list
of all schools applicable to the problem is stored in the
comouter. The school data card information is compared
to this list until an exact comparison exists. The code
corresponding to the school, as listed in Appendix C, page
62 , is then assigned. Should an exact comparison not exist,
an error message will be printed showing the school data,
card which is incompatible with the school dictionary
file. If the school simply is not listed, an additional
entry must be added to the school dictionary. If the
school data card is misspelled, repunching is reauired.
Keyword Identification When a record has been determined
to be in proper format, the title cards are searched char-
acter by character. Any combination of letters with a
blank character at both ends of the combination is con-
sidered a possible keyword which is then compared to the
words in the discard dictionary. If the combination of
characters being tested corresponds with a word in the
discard dictionary, no further action is taken and the
program proceeds to locate the next succeeding group of
characters in the title cards. If the combination of
characters does not coincide with any discard word, a
keyword is determined and is stored on the tape contain-
ing keywords, location of the first character of the key-
word in relation to the full title, and the serial code.
This procedure is repeated on each of the four title
data arrays until two characters in succession are deter-
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rained to be blank. Thus, if a complete title exists on
a single inout data card, the pro?ram villi sense the end
of the first card when 1 ) the column count reaches the
limit orescribed for the card being tested or 2) two
successive blanks are determined. At this point, the
program will check in succession the first column of
each of the remaining title data arrays to determine the
existence or non-existence of additional title information.
If non-existence is determined in each remaining array,
end of title is confirmed and the program oroceeds to the
next element.
Tape Loading Three tapes are loaded with data to be used
in printing outout listings. First, a master bibliographic
tape is prepared which contains serial code, full title,
and author as a single entry. Second, a keyword tape
is prepared. Each keyword which is determined is loaded
as a single entry on this taoe. Serial code and keyword
location are carried a.3ong as mentioned above. Third, an
author tape is prepared consisting of serial code and
author name.
Sorting The master bibliographic tape is loaded in order
by serial code and no sorting is performed on this tape.
The keyword taoe is sorted alphabetically using the IBM
Generalized Sort System 11 for the 7040 Computer. This
sort program is shown in Apnendix A, page 59. The author
tape was not sorted due to the fact that serial codes are
assigned alphabetical!! y by author name.* However, if the
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file were increased end serial codes were assigned on a
basis other than alphabetic-author, this taoe is so con-
structed that it may be sorted by the same sorting pro-
gram that is used to sort the keyword tape.
V/rite-out Procedures Separate write-out -oro^-rams for each
outout tape are listed in Appendix A on pages 50, 52 , and
56. The programs for the master bibliographic tape and auth-
or tape are straightforward and Involve orJy read-write
operations within the computer.
The program for writing the KWIC index requires both
the sorted keyword tape and master biblio~rar>hic tar>e as
input data to the computer. The keyword taoe is read, the
master trpe is searched to find the bibliographic listing
corresponding to the code applicable to the keyword being
listed, the title is positioned in a holding array within
the computer by the keyword location, and the permuted
title is then written out.
When a keyword is located near the end of a lengthy
title, much of the meaning of the title may be lost due to
truncation of the title. In this event, provisions are
included in the write-out program for the keyword taoe
to "wrao-around" the first forty characters of the title.
Description of Programs The computer instructions for the
problem are divided into five independent segments:
1- Main program to process data and load t-pes
(Appendix A, page 33)
2- Sorting instructions
(Appendix A, page 59)
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3- Write-out of master bibliographic list
(Appendix A, prpe 50)
4- Write-out of nermuted title index
(Appendix A, r>8Pe 52)
5- Write-out of author list
(Appendix A, pa^e 56)
The ?'a 1 n computer program has the basic functions of
checking and converting. Checking : Each data card must
be checked for correctness of the format, and notice of
error must be returned to the programmer by a. commuter
generated error message. Converting- : Once the data has
been transferred from the storage medium of punched cards
to the medium of electronic core storage, the physical
restrictions of record size (i.e. eighty columns of
punched data per card) are removed, and records of greater
length than eighty characters may be established in the
computer. As keywords are identified, the inform? 1 tion is
transferred from one storage medium (core) to another
(tape) . Figure T at the top of the next page describes
the final format of the data as it is transferred from
the computer and stored on tape.
Four subprograms are utilized in connection with the
main program:
1- The NBRT function subprogrcm is used to de-
termine whether a character, being tested is
numeric or non-numeric. The answer returned
to the main program is either true or false
.
( True if character under test is a number;
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2- The PACK subprogram, which is written in
the Macro Assembly Program (MAP), is used
to speed-up the interne 1 search procedure
which determines school-code numbers. This
subprogram condenses or PACKS characters
which are stored one character oer computer
word to a maximum of six characters per
computer word. Thus, the school-data-
card information which is read Into the
computer on a character by character basis
may be converted to allow faster comparison
to school dictionary which is read and stored
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six alphabetic characters ner computer word.
3- The KSKOL function subprogram is used in
the formulation of the serin 1-year-school
code number. The program searches the school
dictionary and returns the school code num-
ber to the main program.
4- The KICK subroutine subprogram performs the
decision-making function of whether a grour>
of characters under test constitutes a discard
word or a keyword. If the group of characters
being tested does not corresnond exactly to
any word in the discard dictionary, the word
is returned to the main program for continued
processing. Otherwise, a. zero signal is re-
turned to the main program to initiate search
for the next group of characters.
The second segment of computer instructions is the
Sorting instructions. The tape containing the information
to be sorted is mounted on the ta/ne unit specified by the
programmer, and the control cards for the IBM Generalized
Sort System are read into the computer. When sorting is
complete, the sorted taoe will be located on the tape-drive
assembly selected by the computer - the identification of
which will be listed on the computer console type\:riter
record.
The third, fourth, and fifth segments of the instruct-
ions are programs to list or print-out the information
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stored on the three tapes Involved. Each write-out -program
requires its corresponding tape to be mounted on a speci-
fied tape drive assembly as input data to the write-out
program. The write-out program for the permuted title
index a] so requires the master bibliographic tape as in-























ANALYSIS OF PROCEDURES AND COMPUTER TECHNIQUES
The key element in crea tine a permuted title Index
is the keyword file. This file must be capable of being-
sorted and must contain the applicable master title or
reference code to facilitate search for the master title.
The preferable method of obtaining titles is to Include
them in the keyword records. In this manner, titles are
"carried along" as keywords are sorted. This procedure
allows direct write-out of the sorted tape and obviates
the need to search the master record file. This pro-
cedure was attempted in the solution of this problem and
was successfully used on a test data deck consisting of
sixty sets of data. However, complications arose when
the full three thousand record sets were processed. The key-
word tape file required six tape reels to store all key-
words found plus the applicable master record. This
fact rendered the solution to the problem impossible with
the computer equipment at hand because the generalized
sort system for the University of Kansas computer will
sort only to a maximum of three reels of tape.
Alternate Strategies The need to reduce the size of the
keyword file being apparent, it was decided to eliminate
the master listing carried along with the keyword and
serial code. This change allowed a reduction in record
length from 246 words per record to 29 words per record.
This change, in reducing the keyword tape by a factor
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of eight, did circumvent the physical limitation imposed
on the preferred solution. But, and this is an important
but
, the solution became dependent on time consuming tape-
search procedures.
Another alternative, which was not tried but which now
appears most sensible, would be to compress the keyword
file by a factor of six. This could be accomplished
through the use of the PACK subprogram (page 50) which
is used in the school-code determination program. By
condensing the keyword file, slight modification would
be required to be made to field specifications in the
SORT control cards, but this would pose no problem.
Once the keyword tape was sorted, write-out procedures
could be executed with one small addition to the write-
out program. The compressed words on the keyword tape
must be de-compressed or UNPACKED in order that character
by character control may be exercised, in the positioning,
of the permuted title. The unpacking operation could be
performed through the use of the subprogram UNPACK which
is listed in Appendix A, page 58 •
Utilization of Computer Time Because of the need to use
the tape storage media rather than internal computer mem-
ory to hold the master file, keyword file, and author file,
much of the advantage gained in using a high speed computer
is blunted by a repeated tape-READ and tape-V/RITE procedures
which are inherently slower operations than the movement
of data within core memory. The program presented with
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this paper essentially deals with one record at a time, and
no analysis is made to determine the optimum use of core
storage to speed the computer operations. The matter
of computer time usage is an economic one which must be
taken into consideration in weighing- the cost of venerating
permuted title indexes versus the exoected gain in research
%
productivity.
Some methods for optimizing the use of computer time
are discussed below as applied to the problem at hand.
First, and most importantly, the strategy of tape-search-
ing must be avoided if possible because each increase in
file size requires greater time to locate each title record.
The need to "carry along" the title as keywords are sorted
is of paramount importance when using a tape-oriented sys-
tem. Disk storage, with its high access speed, would
lessen the dilemma if sufficient disk snace were avail-
able to hold the complete files stored on tape in the tape-
oriented system.
If all avenues of escape are closed and tape-search
procedures remain as the only solution to the problem,
much time may still be saved by incorporating a dual master
file. This procedure involves duplicate master file tapes.
The program is written to search each tape on an alternating
basis so that when one search is complete, and the tape is
rewinding, the program may proceed to search the alternate
tape without waiting for the completion of rewind procedures.
Secondly, the keyword file itself'may be reduced in
size by increasing the size of the discard dictionary.
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This solution will reduce sort and write-out time, but it
will reouire -longer running time in loading the ta-nes.
The fifteen common words, in order of occurrence, which
1 P
are listed below recount for 30$ of all words in titles.
1
.
of 6. by 1 1 . to
2. the 7. a 12. some
3. and 8. with 13. as
4. in 9. for 14. at
5. on 10. from 15. an
These fifteen v/ords are the work horses of the discard
dictionary. The incorporation of additional discard words
in the dictionary provides for neater output listing, but
the increase requires much additional computer running
time. On the test data, increasing the discard dictionary
from fifteen to thirty words caused running time to increase
in approximately the same ratio (1-2).
Thus, in designing an optimum system, some balance
must be reached between increases in discard dictionary
size and elimination of low-value words in the nermuted
index. The list of discard words for this problem is
shown in Appendix A, page 60.
The third area of discussion pertains to READ-WRITE
operations. At the completion of program de-bugging, re-
maining unused core space should be divided into two hold-
ing arrays. This would allow READ-in of more than one data
set per READ command, and more than one WRITE-output per
WRITE command. By reducing the number of referrals to
peripheral equipment from the main computer, additional
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time would be conserved.
Interpretation of Output Appendix C, fold-out page 62,
shows samples of three elements of the permuted title
index. On the left is the school code dictionary. The
center section shows the permuted index, and the right
hand section, the master bibliographic listing. The school
dictionary is in numerical order; the permuted index is in
alphabetical order by keyword; and the master listing is
in order of serial code number. To obtain the complete
title which pertains to a keyword of Interest to the re-
searcher, the serial code serves as reference to enter.
the master listing. The school of publication may be read





Tv;o questions were posed at the outset of this prob-
lem:
1- Did a feasible solution to the problem of oer-
muted title indexing exist when a fixed-word-
length computer was used rather than the
apparently more logical vr riable-word-length
computer?
2- Given that a fixed-word-length computer would
be used in the solution of the problem in per-
muted title indexing, did a feasible solution
exist with the use of the engineering-ori-
ented computer language FORTRAN?,
The answers to these two questions are in the affirmative,
but with some qualifications.
Summation of Findings
1- Permuted title index problems may be solved
using fixed-word-length computers.
2- FORTRAN computer language is adequate to per-
form the tasks involved in creating a per-
muted index. Variable format capability,
while not a mandatory requirement, would
have simplified the WRITE portions of the
overall program.




4- Keyword files which will be sorted by key-
word should contain full title if at all
possible. The procedure of tape-search-
ing should be avoided when other solutions
are available.
Projections of the Future This project involved the classic
problems of creating a permuted title index. As machine
capabilities increase, as programming languages incorpo-
rate new concepts applicable to information retrieval,
and as the need for more detailed research tools become
apparent, it will be necessary to improve the permuted
index from a simple alphabetic listing to a more de-
tailed listing involving heirarchies of information.
This will reouire establishment of new and different
criteria for sorting.
This type of information retrieval tool has some of
its most promising applications in the field of engineering,
both practical and theoretical.
The question remains whether engineers will provide
their own research tools or wait for the librarians to
do it for them.
Food for Thought "When computers have been programmed to
nose out more new mathematical proofs, when one-pack
patiences have been mechanically played to stimulate
the nature of a control system, when a computer is used,
but reliably (as it will be), to paint pictures end write
poems, and equipped with a machine-sized thesaurus to trans-
late and therefore comparatively to identify differences of
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context in metaphysical and theological statements in
different languages, when all this ho ripens, will the pro-
grammer, the analytical wielder of this new mathematical
paintbrush, be an artist, or will he be a scientist?"
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10. "Goodyear Automates Fact Finding," Rubber World , Vol-
ume 146 #4, July, 1962, as reprinted in Re^din^s in
Information Retrieval , 1964.
1 1
.
7040-7044 Generalized Sorting System , IBM Operating
System Manual No. C28-6337-3.
1 2. Keyword-ln-Context (KWIC) Indexing Program for the
IBM 1401 Data Processing System , Application Program
Bulletin No. H20-0348.
13. Masterson, Margaret, "The Intellect's New Eye," London
Times Literary Surrolenent , Aorll 27, 1962.
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KD(I) DATA CARD- (I) CONTROLS COLUMN IDENTIFICATION
KDCONKI) AUTHOR CARD. DATA
.
KDCON2U) TITLE CARD DATA
KDCON3U) TITLE CARD DATA (CONT)
KDC0N4U) TITLE CARD DATA (CONT)
KDCON5(I) TITLE CARD DATA (CONT)
KDCONS(I) SCHOOL CARD DATA
SKL(I»J) SCHOOL DICTIONARY
( I ) CONTROLS SCHOOL
(J) CONTROLS WORDS .IN SCHOOL. NAME
L(I) AN ARRAY CONTAINING ALL KEYPUNCH REPRESEN-
TATIONS IN ALPHANUMERIC MODE




KW(I) KEYWORD AS DETERMINED BY SUBROUTINE KICK
NTKI) RECORD AS COMPILED IN FINAL FORM FOR STORAGE
ON MASTER TAPE
NT2(I) KEYWORD RECORD AS COMPILED IN FINAL FORM FOR
STORAGE ON KEYWORD TAPE
NT3(I) AUTHOR RECORD AS COMPILED IN FINAL FORM FOR
STORAGE ON AUTHOR TAPE
N TEST (_]_)_ HOLDING ARRAY USED I N DETERM I NAT I ON OF WORDS
KOUNT CARD_.COUNT INDICATOR JO DETERMINE WHICH CARD
IN SET IS BEING OPERATED UPON
NTAPE1 TAPE NAME FOR M AST ER ~B~I BL IOGRAPH I C L.1 ST I NG
NTAPE2 TAPE NAME FOR KEYWORD"" TAPE~~
NTAPE3 TAPE NAME FOR AUTHOR TAPE
NCKIfJ) HOLDING ARRAY FOR KEYWORDS AND LOCATION
USED TO FACILITATE LISTING OF KEYWORDS
NRITE(I) HOLDING ARRAY USED FOR POSITIONING TITLE




NST MAINLINE COUNTER TO SPECIFY WHICH COLUMN OF
NT1 BETWEEN COLS 13 AND 212 IS BEING
OPERATED UPON
LOC •——MAINL-INc COUNTER WHICH DETERMINES RELATIVE-
LOCATION BETWEEN 1 AND 200 OF FIRST LETTER OF
-KEYWORD
LLOC WRITE-OUT PROGRAM- FOR .-KEY-WORD—LAPE -_RE LA_T_n/-E-
LOCATION OF FIRST LETTER OF KEYWORD IN
-N-RITE ( 1 THRU-6.00-)
L 1 LO-WER--L IM XT- OF-NR-I T-E-UJ-WHI-CbL-I-S - T~0-BE~
WRITTEN OUT
L 2 URP-Eil_L I M i -T—QE—W3 I T E ( I ) WHICH IS- T-Q-8-i-
WRITTEN OUT
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rMsr* ajst -x j
4/1TOJ^"
K»a>us-(ss) .eq c(ri>>-+^—{jl/st=jjst- 3.
J
( A/7FST(X^) - ^iJ-Xjyf J




















1 FCRMAT { fiOAl )
CC 2 I = 1,80
2 IF (KC( I ) .NE. BLNK ) GO TO 4
3 KCUNT =
gc rc lor
4 KCUNT = KCUNT 1
if (kclm . ne.i ) coto IT'
IF(NeRT(KC( 1) ) ) GC TO 31
KCCCM (1 ) = KC( I)
CC 5 1=2,
A
IF(.NCT. NERT(KDU))) GC TO 35
5 KDCOM ( I ) = KD1 I )
IF(NBRT(KC(6))) "GCTTO 31
CC 6 I = 6,3<5
KDCCMC I ) = KC( I)
6 CONTINUE
CC 7 I = 42,43
IF ( .NCT.NERT(KD( I ) ) ) GC TO 31
7 KCCCM (I) = KC( I)
CREATICN OF TEMPCRARY REFERENCE NUMBER
Kl = KC( 1 )
K2 = KC(2)
K3 = KC(3 )
K4 = KC(4 )
gc rc 100
C .
C ROUTINE FCR SECOND CARC IN SET
"""'
71 IF (KCUNT. NE. 2) GC TO 41
I F ( KC ( 6 ) . EC .BLNK . ANC.KC ( 7 ) ;N"eVfiOR""r"""G"0~TtT"T3"'
VsR I TE (6,72) K1,K2,K^,K4
__
72 FCRMAT ( 10X , 34F FRRCR" INf TITLE TTA~RO - LAST SERIAL , 4A iT~
GC TC 33
73 CONTINUE
CC 74 I = 7,55
74 KCCCN2( I ) = KCM >
GO TC IOC
c ; .. :
—
-«-• :
C RCUTINE FCR CARDS 3,4,5,6
41 CCNTINUE,
44 IF( (KD (7) .EC. BLNK). AND. (KD(8) . NE . BL NK ) . AND . (K0UNT.EC.3) )G0 TC 42
IF((KC(7).EG.BLNK).ANC. ( K D ( 8 ) . NE . BLNK ) .AND.(K0UNT.EC.4))GC TC 52




( KQUNT . EC . 5 ) )GQ TC 55
IF (KCUNT. GT. 6) GC TO 58
47 DC 45 I = 1,8 •
45 IF(KC( I ).NE.BLNK) GC 'TO 48
IF(KC(9).EC.BLNK) GC TO 4e
CC 46 I = S ,55
46 KDCONS( I ) = KD( I )
GC TC 103
42 CC 43 I = 8,55
43 KDC0N3( I
)
= KC( I )
GC TO IOC
48 *RITE (6,4s) K1,K2,K3,K4

c"FORTRAN SOURCE LIST MAIN
SCLRCE STATEMENT ' 41
4S FCRMAT (10>,50HERRCR IN TITLE CARD OR SCHCCL CARC - LAST SERIAL
It 4A1 )
GC TC 3^
52 CC53 I = fl,55
53 KCCCN4 ( I ) = KOI I )
GC TC 100
55 CO 56 I = 8,55
56 KCCCN5 ( I ) KDI I )
GC TC 100
58 WRITE (6,61) K1,K2,K3,K4
61 F0RMAT(10X,37HCARD CCUNT EXCE ECS S-TSSTSER IAL" = , 4A 1 )
GC TC 3 3
5 9 CCNTIME
NOW WE LCAC ALL ARRAYS IN CONDENSED FORM
GO TC 103
EPRCR STATEMENT FOR AUTHCR CARC
31 WRITE (6,32 ) KC
FORMAT ( 10X,l7HAUTHC~R CARC ERRTJR7
READ (5,1) KD
CC 3^ I = 1,8C
IF ( KC(
I







TEST FOR LAST CARC
35 CO 36 I = 11, 80
36 IF (KD(I ) ,NE.L(9) ) GO TC 31


























2C1 NT2(I ) = BLNK
DC 202 1= 1,48
2C2 NT3( I ) = BLNK
KSCHL =



















































NT2( 1 + 25)
NT3( 1*20)
DO 2C4 I =
NT3( 1 + 34 )





!\T3( I ) = KCCCNK 1+5)





IF ( ISAVF.GT.25) GO TO 239
ISAVE = ISAVE +1
GC TC 232












CC 21C NI = 7,55
NTKNST) = KCCCN2(NI)
NST = NST +
,1
IF ( (KCCCN2(M ).EQ. BLNK) .AND. (KK. EC. BLNK) ) GC TC 212
IF ((KCCCN2(53).EC.L(39) ) . ANC . (N I .EC . 5 3 )T""GC TC 2 12
IF((KCCCN2(54).NE.BLNK).ANC.(KDCCN2(5 5) ._F_Q.BLNK ) . ANC . ( \ I . FC
NST = NST +1
IF { (KCCCN2 (55). EC. L(39)) . ANC. ( N I . EO . 55 ) ) NST = NST -2
IF ( (KCCCN2(55).NE. BLNK) .AND."(NI .FG".55 J"T"NS T = NST +2
KK = KCCCN2(M )
CONTINLE
CONTINUE
NST = NST - 1
CO 213 NI = 8,55
NT1 (NST) = KCCCN3(NI )
NST = NST +1
IF ( (KCCCN3 (M ).E0. BLNK). ANC. (KK. EC. BLNK ) ) CC TO










NST = NST +1
( (KCCCN3(55) .EC. L ( 39 ) ) . AND . ( N I . EQ . 55 ) ) NST = NST -2































































































.FQ.BLNK) .ANC. (KK.EC.BLNK) ) CO TC 216
).EC.L(39) ).ANO. (NI.FQ.53) ) CO TO 216
. NE.RLNKl.AN'D. {KDUTJTj4["5"5T7F;QVBLNK) .ANC. ( NT7E rrj
)
).EC. Ll^^yr^ATND.r JTVEQ.y5) ) NST = i\ST"-2"














.FQ. BLNK) .ANC. (KK.4Q. BLNK ) ) GO TO 218
) . EC . L ( 30 ) ) . AND VVK I .EG. 53)) G~CTT0~2 Id
.NE.BLNK ) .AND. (KDCCN5(55) .EC. BLNK) .ANC (NI.Et.55) )
).FQ. L(39)) .AND.(NI.EQ.55) ) • NST = NST -2





WRITE (NTAPE1) (NTKJ), J= 1,246)
START ROUTINE FOR NTAPE2
CC 22C I = 1,20C




251 NTEST ( I ) = BLNK
CC 252 1= 1,2C0







CC 253 1= 1,24
TyPKU(I) = BLNK
CCNTINLE
DO 255 I = 1,24
Tr'PKU I ) = NTEST(KC
IF (Tf'PKM 1 ). EC. BLNK)




c" FORTRAN SOURCF LIST MAIN ..
SOURCE STATFNEM 4
KC = KC + 1
255 CCNTINLE
C NEXT 6 STMTS ADVANCE KC TO NbXT BLNK IN EVENT KEYWORD EXCEEDS 24 LTRS
JJ = C
259 JJ = JJ +1
JJJ = KC JJ
IF (NTESTUJJ ) .EC. BLNK) GC 10 267
GC TC 259
267 KC = KC JJ
25R CCNTINUE
C FAVt POSSIBLE KEYWORD
CALL KICK (CCC, TNPKW, RLNK, KW, JMX, IPX)
C
TF (KW( D.FO.BLNK) GC TO 260
CO 262 I = 1,24
2t2 NT2( I) = RVTTJ




WRITE (NTAPE2) ( NT2TJT," J=TY2~<5y
IF (KG .GE.2C0) GO TO 270




C START ROUTINE FOR NTAPE 3










281 FORMAT (1H1,10X, 17HMMNLINE COMPLETE, / , 11X,12HTAPES LOADED,
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( 7ffruxv > '£»!>'




















CCVVCN SL, INAX, LL
HINENSICN LL(47)
DIMENSION SLU5C7)
no i j = i ,ic














C SUBPROGRAM TC RETURN SCHCOL COCE NUMBER
INTEGER SL
INTEGER Al ,A2, A3,A4,A5,A6
CCMVCN SL» INAX, L
CINtNSICN SL(1S0,7) , KDCCNSI80) , KDBI6)
CIMENSICN L(A7)
I 1 = C
CC 1 I? = 9,44,^
II = 11+ 1
Al = KCCCNSII2)
A2 = KCCCNSII2 1)
A3 = KCCCNSU2 + 2)
A4 = KCCCNS( 12+3)
A5 = KCCCNSI 12 + 4)
A6 = KCCCNS ( 12 5)






IF (KCB( 1 ) .EC.SLI I, J) ) GC TC 6
if (i. ec. imax) GC'Ttry;
5 CCNTINLE
J " 1
1 = 1 + 1
GC TC 2
3 WRITE (6, A) (KCB(K) , K = 1,6)
A FCRMAT (10X, 3AHSCHCCL NOT L I $TED~"CTR">iT/SSPFLLrELV '




IF (KCR(J) .EO. SLU/JlT" G'0"TtTT~
GO TC 5
7 CCNTINLE "7"
IF ( J . E Q . 6 ) GO TO 8
J = J+ 1
GO TC 6
8 CCNTINLE
HAVE FCLND SCHCOL IN DICTIONARY







FLOlV CHART ro/? 7>7?OGFAM TO WRlTr- OCT


















( 1H1 , 4CX,35HMASTFR
(6,3)
51

















(1X,AHCCDE,IX,2HYR, IX, 3 H S CHV7 XT5 PT I TLT7
(NTAPE1) (NTKJ), J- 1,246)
(36)
IF ((MK1I.E0.LL) .AND. (NT K2KEQ.LL) .ANH.( NT1 { 3 ) .ECULL ) J
1 GO TC 10
CC 15 I = 97,129
IF (NTKI).NE.HLNK) 60 TO 20
GC TC 21
CCNTINlt
WRITE (6,4) ( NTK I), I - 1,246)
FCRMAT (IX, 8Al,A3, 1 ?0A 1, "/"VTAX f"84 AT,TH* , " "33 All'"
GC TC 5
CONTTNUE
WRITE (6,22) (NTK I ) f 1 = 1,95), ( NT 1 ( J ) , J = 2 14 , 24 6
)













Appendix A (continued) 52
FlOW CHART FOR ^XOGFAM TO WX/T/T-OUT
TAPE SL AA/P ?EF>n U TEJD -TITLE-- THDEX
f A/TAPfJ. a X
J


















































C PRCCRAM TC V>R I TE NTAPE 2 ANC K*1C
DIMENSION NTK246), NT2( C29), \RITE(6CC), NCldEC, 29)
DIMENSION L(47)
READ (5,1) L
1 FCiU'AT ( A 7A 1
)
INTEGER PLNK
NT A PC I = I
"
NT APE 2 A
REUINC NTAPE2
PLNK = L(37 )
LL = L(36)
C
C ROUTINE FOR V RTTTNG" "SORTFD"""KEWOKirrT'ST
VvRITF (6,14)




I SAVE = I
READ (NTAPE2) (NT2U), J=l,29)
IF ((NT2(1).EQ.LL) . ANC • f NT ZTZrVFCT.TL") VAT^D~."TNT7(317EC. LL Y) GT""TCT2 3
CC 22 J=l,29
22 NCI (I, J) = NT2TJ1 "" """
21 CONTINUE
GC TC 2 6 i
23 CC 25 I=ISAVE, 180
CC 25 J=l,29
25 NCI ( I , J) = BLNK
JEND = 711
26 CCNTINLE
CC 28 1= 1,60
IF (I.EC.l) WRITE (6,77)
77 FCRMAT ( 1H 1
)
URITE (6,27) (NCI ( I ,J) , J=l,29), ( NC I ( I +60 , J J ) , J J = 1 , 29 ) ,
1 (NCK 1 + 120, JJJ) , JJJ=1,29 )
27 FORMAT (5X, 29A1, 6X, 29AI, 6X, 29A1)
28 CONTINUE






RCUTINE FCR UNITING K Vs IC LIST
kRITE (6,12)
12 FORMAT ( 1H1 ,40X,20HPERMUTEC TITLE INDEX,/////)
KRITE (6,13)
_
13 FCRMAT (41X, 7FKEYfcCRD, 72X, 1 IHCOOE-YR-SCH , /)
15 READ (NTAPE2) (NT2(J), J=l,29)
IF ( (M2( D.EO.LL) . AND . ( NT 2 ( 2 ) . FC . LL ) . AND. ( NT 2 ( 3 ) . EG . LL ) )
1 GO TC 20
41 CCNTINLE

FORTRAN SOURCE LTST R FT C
SCLRCE STATEMENT
55
RFAD (NTAPFl) (NTl(J), J=l,246)
IF (NT2(26).EC.NT1 ( 1 ) ) CC TO 42
IF ( (Ml ( 1 ) .fcQ.LL ).AND. (NT1 (2 ) .EQ.LL ) . A N IJ . t N T I ( 3) .1 C.LL ) IGG 1C 20
GC TC41
42 CCNTINLF
IF (M2I27).NE.NT1I2J ) GO TO 41
IF (NT?(2R ) .NE.NTK 3) ) GO TC 41




LCC IS RELATIVE LOCATICN OF KW BETWEEN 1 AND 2C0
CC 51 I = 1,6C0 '
51 NRITE ( I ) = PLNK
LLCC = LCC +2CC
CC 52 I = 1.20C
52 NRITE (I+2CO) = NF1M4T2T
LI = LLOC-40
L2 = LLOC +70
*RAP ARCUND PCRTICN
LL1 = LI +1
LTEVP = L2 - 4C
CC RC I = LTEMP , L2
IF (NRITE(I).NC. RLNJO G C TC Ofl
8C CONTINUE
IF ( (NRITEIL1 ).E0.QLNK).0P.(NRITE(LL1).E0.BLNK) ) GO TO 03
11 = 1
CC 31 I = LTENP 9 L2
\RITE( I) = NT1 ( I I 4 \2Y """
II = I I + 1
81 CONTINUE
88 CCNTINUE
WRITE (6,53) (NRITEU), I=Ll,L2) , (NTKJ), J = l,9 )










FLOW CHART FOR PROGRAM TO LOKiT£ -Our



























C ROUTINE FOR AUTHOR
WRITE (6,31)
31 FORMAT (IHU 40X,
WRITE (6,32)
32 FORMAT (10X, 6HAUTH0R, 40X, 4HC0DE
,
35 READ (NTAPE3) (NT31J), J= 1,68)
LL = L(36)
IF ( (NT3( 1).EQ.LL).AND.(NT3(2).EQ.LL).AND. ( NT3( 3) • EQ. LL )
)






















































































































FlLE*INPUT/2» REELS/1* MODE/B* BLOCKS I ZE/030 * UNLOAD
FILE»0UTPUT* MODE/B» BLOCKS I ZE/030* UNLOAD
RECORD* TYPE/F* LENGTH/030* F I ELD/ ( 6 » 36B 36B»36B »36B 36B » 36B
.
1 36B»36B»36B»36B )
SORT. FlLE/2» SEQ/O 0RDER/2» FI ELD/ ( 2 »3 »4 .5 »6» 7 .8 »9 » 10 11
)
SYSTEM* INPUTCHANNE,L/S.SU04» OUTPUT CHANNEL/A* MERGE CHANNEL/A

















































A042 AMBROSE* TOMMY W. 1957
LOCAL SHELL-SIDE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS IN
BAFFLED TUBULAR HEAT EXCHANGERS
OREGON STATE COLLEGE
A043 AMDUR* E. 1944
THE DEHYDRATION OF VEGETABLES
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
A044 AMERIGO* FRANK TESI 1943
KINETIC STUDIES OF THE ADSORPTION OF PHENOL BY
ACTIVATED CARBON IN A PACKED TOWER
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
A045 AMICK* E. H. JR. 1939
PRESSURE-VOLUME-TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIPS OF A
METHANE-ISOPENTANE MIXTURE
'YALE UNIVERSITY
A046 AMIR-YEGAHEH, A. 1962
ON DETERMINATION OF VAPOR-L I QUID EQU I LIBRIUM
PHASE DISTRIBUTION RATIOS OF P ETROLE U M OILS
OKLAHOMA STATE" UNIVERSITY
A047 ANDERSEN* L. B. 1954
ABSORPTION-OXIDATION PROCESSES IN DISPERSED MEDIA
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
A048 ANDERSON* D. G., JR. 1940
VOID VOLUME AND FLOW RESISTANCE OF BEDS OF
PARTICLES
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
A049 ANDERSON* DONALD KEITH 1959
MUTUAL
'
DIFFUSION IN ASSOCIATED BINARY LIQUID
MIXTURES
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON




STUDY OF METHODS FOR PROCESS ING TALL OIL
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY"
A051 ANDERSON* J. E. 1953
• EVALUATION OF CATALYSTS FOR HYDROCARBON
OXIDATION
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
A052 ANDERSON, J. E. 1955
MASS TRANSFER IN A DISTILLATION COLUMN
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
A053 ANDERSON* J. W. 1950
PREPARATION OF NITROGENOUS" FERTIL IZER5" BY""















CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CASE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
CLARK. SON COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
CLEHSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE




DREXEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ESSEX COLLEGE
f ENN COLLEGE
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
GROVE CITY COLLEGE














MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MICHIGAN COLLEGE OF MINING ANO TECHNOLOGY
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
MISSOURI SCHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY
MONTANA STATE COLLEGE
NEWARK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY














ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF CANADA
RUTGER5 UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
""woKmf.lSSti °F "'*" ">" '«"«°">0r
STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW TOM AT BUFFALOSTEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY







UN J VERS IT
UN I VERS IT
UNIVERSIT
















OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY
OF CALIFORNIA AT LO<. ANGELES



























































































THE INSTITUTE OF PAPER CHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF low*
t
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FOR STUDYING CHANNELING IN A PACKED GAS APSCRPTIUN TOWER ' j NEW MfcTHDn FOR STUtiVIN''. CHAKStL INo |.V,f *0.»1 5Z 056"""'
AFSCHPttCN-OXIDAMCN PROCESSES K CISPERSFO rtMl M,w ><, oi->
—A STUDY OF THE CRITICAL HEAT FILx IN IN"ACCf LSRATING PCCL BOIL IhC SVSTFM
— !
AOTO 62~13U '
CHING STUDY CF LNFRAC1 I CNATEC PCLYVINYl ACCIATE A HOT SCATTERING SIUCY OF UNFRACI IIINAIE AO.-2 5-* 102
" APROIC AC 10- CAPAYLIC ACIO MATURES ANO ACETIC ACIC BINARY SYSTEMS THERMCOYNA"! C CCARELATION AND PRCMCIIU.V" A0ii5 57 OS*"™'
ACID- CAPAYLIC ACID MUlURfcS »NC ACETIC ACIC BINARY STSIEKS INERMCO¥NAP |C CCRAELATICN AMI PRECItTION AOUS 57 05*
EOUILIBAIA EGA CAPACIC ACIC- CAPBVLIC ACIC MIXTLRFS AND ACCTICACIO BIKARV SYSTEMS *~ "" AOOS 5T 05V"""'
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IBB|A OF OKVCEN AND NITROGEN CN VAAIOLS ArSCBBFNTS ADSCRP110N FCLIIIBRIA CF L'XYliEN ANC NIlMQ AOJB 5* 0*5 .
KINETIC STUDIES CF ThC ACSGRPTION OF PHENOL "DY ACTtVATEC tARHUt IN A PACKED 10*EM A044"4) IIV"" 1
ACSCAPMCN EQUILIDRIA OF OXYGEN ANC NIIROGEN CN VAA ICUS ACSCRBENTi ' "l> 16 5* 0*5
— AN ECUATICN FCB TFE AFSCRPTICK" SAVE
-
*06*~V?~0?4 *
ACSCRPTICN CF VAPDRS BY METALLIC OXIDES. IIS BEARING CN THE CATALYSIS G • *U*0 2* 1*4
D FLAME TEMPEBATURES CF LAMINAR PRCPANF AIR FLAMES FORM STAOBDSCOPICALLY ILIUHISAUO PARTTCLE TRALKS A054 49 131 '
THE ELECIAOLYSIS CF SCME HCUID ALLCYS A06S 61 102
fORMATKN OF CUBICAL FILM OEPCSITS CN ALUMINUM SURFACFS " »C62 52 001 '
TREATMENT Of CElLUltStC MATERIALS Willi AMMCNlA *05J 5U 025
NSITY OF MIXTLRFS OF CARRCN OIOXICE ANO ARGCN AT 50 DECREr S AND "KO~TO"T0TiniTMTJ?PHEirET 4u04~5I'OSB
PLILAL CIPFUSICN IN ASSCCIAItC BINARY LIQUID MIXTURES *Q49 59 130
ANO ARGON AT 5C DECREES ANO 50 TC 10CO ATMCSPHERES *UU4 57 058
AIOMIZAIICN OF WATEB WITH SPINNING CISKS A016 50 131
HELL-SIOE HEAI IRANSFFR CGEfFICIENTS IN BAFflff: TUPULAR HFAT EXCHANGERS »0*2 57 053
THE CEllULCSE AND LIGMN CF INDIA BAr-BCC WOCC "020 «B 130
_
PTION CF VAPORS IV METALLIC C*ICES. ITS BEARING ON THE "C AT ALT SrS'OrtSTEB" FCRPAtTCN *0*U 2* I**
VCID VOLLME ANO FICW RESISTANCE CF BEOS OF PARI ICLCS «0*B *0 014
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